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1. The following problem is investigated in this note: Let

{ ?X£)} £>o be a semigroup of continuous linear operators in a locally

convex space E. Under which conditions (e.g. measurability condi-

tions) is it true that the functions £—>r(£)x are continuous for every

xG-E? The point of departure is the paper [ó] by Singbal-Vedak.

In [ó], the following generalization of earlier results for Banach

spaces by Dunford [l] and Hille [2] was proved: If {7X£)}j>0 is a

measurable semigroup such that {r(£)}asjsi5 is equicontinuous for

any [a, /3]C(0, °°), then the functions £—>T(£)x are continuous. It

is shown in Proposition 1 that a weaker equicontinuity condition,

which is only required to hold locally at the origin 0, implies the

conclusion. Proposition 2 treats the special case of semigroups in

LF spaces. Another theorem by Singbal-Vedak [ó], generalizing a

result of Phillips [4] for Banach spaces, says that if £ is a Fréchet

space and the semigroup is measurable, then £—>T(£)x is continuous

for every xG-E- In Proposition 3 it is shown that the conclusion

remains true when £ is merely a metrizable locally convex space.

2. The notation and definitions used in this note agree with

[ó]. We say that a semigroup of operators in a Hausdorff locally

convex space £ is weakly measurable (or, almost separably valued)

if, for each xG£, the function £—>r(£)x is weakly measurable (or,

almost separably valued). Observe that a measurable function

f'R—»£ is weakly measurable and almost separably valued, while

the converse is known to hold if £ is metrizable (by a generalization

of a result of Pettis [3]). It seems to be an open problem whether

the converse holds for nonmetrizable £, or not.

In Proposition 1, t(£, £') denotes the Mackey topology on E

(see e.g. [5]). Suppose/:/—>£ is a weakly measurable and almost

separably valued function, where 1ER is a compact interval, and

suppose q is a t(£, £')-continuous seminorm on E. Then (i) £—*z(/(£))

is a measurable function, and (ii) for any e>0, there exists a con-

tinuous function g'.I—>£ such that fi q(f(f-) — g(£))dl;<e (these facts

are, with small modifications, contained in [6, Proposition 1 and the

proof of Proposition 2]).
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Proposition 1. Let {T(£)}í>0 be a weakly measurable and almost

separably valued semigroup of continuous linear operators in a locally

convex space E, satisfying:

(I) for each neighborhood U of 0 and each continuous seminorm p

on E, there exists a measurable set AE Ur\(Q, °°) with m(A)>0 such

that {po T(£) }teA is an equicontinuous set of mappings of (E, t(E, E'))

into R.

Then %—>T(%)x is continuous for every xEE.

Proof. Let xEE and £>0. Given any continuous seminorm p on

E, we have to prove that lims-o P(T(i;-\-8)x — T(£)x) =0. Defining

the point a = £/3, condition (I) implies the existence of a measurable

set 4C(0, a) with m(A)>0 and a t(E, £')-continuous seminorm q

on E such that p{T{-q)y) ^q(y) iorrjEA and yG£. Given e>0, choose

a continuous function g: [—a, 2a]—Œ such that

/2a q{T{t - V)x - g(V))dr, < e
-a

(this is possible according to (ii) of the remark above). For any S with

I SI <ct and any r¡EA, we have

p(m + 5)x - T(£)x) = p(T(r,)(T(t + Í - r,)x - T{$ - „)*))

i£ ?(r(£ + 5 - v)x - T(i - v)x).

Since the function tj—»g(r(£+5— r¡)x— T(£ — t?)x) is measurable ac-

cording to (i) above, integration with respect to rj yields

m(A)p(T{t + S)x - T(i)x) ^   f q{T(£ + Ô - v)x - T(t - v)x)dV
J A

^   f    q(T(í + S-n)x- g(V + 5))dV
J o

+ f q(g(v + s)- g(v))dv
J o

+ f  ?(«(*) - r« - v)x)dv < 36,
J 0

for sufficiently small values of 5. Therefore the function r¡^>T(r>)x is

continuous at the point £.

The following condition clearly implies that (I) of Proposition 1

holds: for each [a, ß]C(0, °°), {T(£) }asfi(} is equicontinuous (cf.

[6, Proposition 2]). In (I), however, A is allowed to depend on the
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seminorm p. The equicontinuity with respect to the t(£, £')-topology

is in general a weaker condition than equicontinuity with respect to

the given topology on £ (suppose, for example, that we consider £

with the weak topology <r(£, £'))■ Finally, (I) is a local condition at 0.

In the next proposition, we consider an LF space, i.e. a strict

inductive limit of an increasing sequence of Fréchet spaces (see [5 ] ;

the space 2D of distribution theory is an LF space). It is known that

an LF space has the r(E, £')-topology, and it is barrelled and non-

metrizable.

Proposition 2. Let E be an LF space with respect to the subspaces

(£„), and let {T(%) }$>o be a weakly measurable and almost separably

valued semigroup of continuous linear operators in E. Then £—>2\£)x is

continuous for every xG£ */, and only if, for every xG£ and every

[a, |8]C(0, <»), there exists an n EN such that {T(^)x}aS(SßEEn.

Proof. Assume £—>T(¡;)x to be continuous. Then {T(^)x}as^Sß is

compact, and hence bounded in £, so it is contained in some £„

[5, p. 59]. For the converse, suppose p is a continuous seminorm on

Eand U is a neighborhood of 0. Choose an interval [a,/3]C ÜT\(0, »).

In order to verify that (I) of Proposition 1 holds, it is sufficient to

show that {poT(j-)}aS(Sß is pointwise bounded. For then the uni-

form boundedness principle for continuous seminorms, in the bar-

relled space £, implies that \poT(i-) Jasfsfl is equicontinuous.

Suppose there exists an xEE such that [p(T(i-)x) }asisß is un-

bounded. Then we find a sequence (£y)C [a, jS] and a point 7G [a, ß]

with limy-»«, £/=7 and p(T(l-j)x)^j for all JEN. By assumption,

there is an n such that {7X£)x}a/2<{SpC£n. Let (pk)be a sequence of

continuous seminorms on £„ which defines the topology of £„. For

each k, there exists a continuous seminorm pi on £ such that

pk\E„=pk- Since ¡;—*pk (T(£)x) of (0, oo)—*R is measurable, the

restriction of the function ?—>£*(r(£)x) to the interval [a/2, y] is

measurable. From here on, proceed as in the proof of Proposition 3

of [ó]. We find a set EC [a/2, 7] such that { r(£)x}jsp is a bounded

subset of £„, and a point croG(0, a/2) satisfying the property: for

each JEN, there exists VjEF with (ro = £y—n¡. Then p(T((To)T(rjj)x)

= p(T(o0+rij)x)=p(T(l;i)x)zîj for each j, contradicting the fact

that T(o-0) [{ T(i;)x}teF] is bounded. We conclude that {^or(^)}as¡s^

is pointwise bounded. By Proposition 1, £—*T(l-)x is continuous for

every xGE-

Proposition 3. Let \T(£)}t>o be a measurable semigroup of con-

tinuous linear operators in a metrizable locally convex space E. Then
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{ T(£) }asfs? is equicontinuous for any [a, j3]C(0, <»), and £—>T(£)x is

continuous for every xEE.

Proof. Let E denote the completion of E and, for each £>0, let

f(£):Ê—>Ê be the continuous extension of T(£). Then {T(£)}j>o is

a semigroup of continuous linear operators in the Fréchet space E.

Given any xEÊ, choose a sequence (x„) in E such that lim«-.«, xn= x.

The functions £—>r(£)xB = T(£)xn are measurable by assumption, and

for each J>0we have lim«-» T(^)xn = T(^)x. Therefore i;^>T(!¡)x is

measurable, i.e. {r(£)}{>o is a measurable semigroup. Now Proposi-

tion 3 of [6] implies that, for any [a, ß]C(0, °°), {t(t¡) }astsß is

equicontinuous, so { T(£) }ai(Sß is an equicontinuous set of mappings

from E into E. Hence, (I) of Proposition 1 is satisfied, so £—»T(£)x is

continuous for every xEE.
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